THE CONFERENCE PROGRAMME

Wednesday 21 November 2018
| 14:30 - 15:00 | Registration & tea
| 15:00 - 15:05 | Welcoming address
| 15:05 - 15:20 | Message of the President of the Mauritius Bar Association, Hervé Duval SC & Presentation of the 3Is initiative of the Bar Council
| 15:20 - 15:30 | Speech of the Chief Justice of Mauritius Honourable K.P. Matadeen, GCSK
| 15:30 - 16:00 | Keynote speech by Lady Justice Desiree Patricia Bernard
| 16:00 - 16:30 | The Launch!!!
| 16:30 - 18:00 | Networking Cocktail

Thursday 22 November 2018
| 08:15 - 08:55 | Registration & tea
| 08:55 - 10:30 | Panel 1 workshops

INTEGRITY PANEL 1 - REGULATING THE PROFESSION: THE RELEVANT MODELS – Discussion of the system of admission to the Bar in Mauritius and an analysis of various regulatory models, with a focus on commonwealth countries.

Moderator: Narghis Bundhun SC
Panelists: Ah Foon Chui Yew Cheong, Kevina Mootien, Gavin Glover SC, Santhanakrishnan, Eric Bodo

INDEPENDENCE PANEL 1 - WHY DOES OUR INDEPENDENCE MATTER? – Our independence does not only matter to us; taking stock of the expectations that should matter to us.

Moderator: Iqbal Rajahbally SC
Panelists: Virginie Corneillet, Yanilla Moonshiram, Nirupa Narayen, Rajendra Dassyne

INNOVATION PANEL 1 - CONNECTING THE PROFESSION - WHAT ARE WE DOING WRONG? – Using technology to bring back our members into the life of the Association and our Association into the Society at large.

Moderator: Marc Hein SC
Panelists: Catherine Nalletamby, Natasha Behary Paray, Luchmyparsad Aujayeb, Harry Bansropun
| 10:30 - 11:00 | Coffee Break
| 11:00 - 12:30 | Panel 2 workshops
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INTEGRITY PANEL 2 - INTEGRITY IN ACTION BEFORE OUR COURTS – Discussion of case scenarios
Moderator: Urmilla Boolell SC
Panelists: Meenakshi Gayan-Jaulimsing, Rishi Pursem SC, Rajesh Bucktowonsing SA, Nitish Hurnaum

INDEPENDENCE PANEL 2 - ARE WE LOSING OUR INDEPENDENCE? – Discussing the specific challenges for employed barrister, law officers and those striving to achieve a career at the Bar.
Moderator: Angelique Desvaux de Marigny
Panelists: Prisha Bissoonauthsing, Satyajit Boolell SC (DPP), Rajesh Ramloll SC, Fooad Nooraully

INNOVATION PANEL 2 - HOW DOES THE LEGAL PROFESSION INNOVATE TO KEEP PACE WITH TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENT IN A FAST CHANGING ECONOMY? - How is technology changing the face of the legal profession?
Moderator: Mokshda Pertaub
Panelists: Dipna Gunnoo, La Tour International (Nicolas Cys & Benoit Philippart), Afsar Ebrahim, Arvin Halkhoree

| 12:30 - 13:45 | Buffet lunch
| 13:45 - 15:00 | Plenary session with Paul Ozin QC (Integrity - discussion of the rules)
| 15:00 - 16:15 | Plenary session with Mark Attwood (Innovation - discussion)
| 16:15 - 16:30 | Questions & Answers
| 16:30 – 17:00 | Afternoon tea
| 19:00 - 23:00 | Gala Dinner

Friday 23 November 2018
| 08:45 - 09:15 | Registration
| 09:15 – 10:00 | Breakfast
| 09:30 - 11:00 | Ethical Scenarios – An interactive session with Paul Ozin QC and Hervé Duval SC
| 11:00 - 12:00 | Team building
| 12:00 - 12:30 | Refreshments
End